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Council Leader, Councillor Barry Lewis’s address to Full Council on climate change 
15 May 2019 

 
 
 

1. I’m really glad to see this much interest in this topic locally and I hope that those of 
you that have come in EVs have taken the opportunity to recharge at our new 
charging points here at County Hall. 

 
2. We all recognise we need to do more to lessen impacts of climate change and 

wasteful use of finite resources such as oil based products like plastics on our planet.  
The impact of climate change on wildlife, landscape and humanity are well 
documented and irrefutable. But let us take care with the language we use, let us 
think carefully about the methodology we employ to solve these problems for, as the 
saying goes, the road to hell is paved with good intentions.   

 
3. What we must not do is fall headlong into a tailspin born out of good intention, of 

causing harm to our economy, wastefully spending taxpayer’s money trying to solve 
problems that ultimately we will only have a minimal impact upon.   

 
4. By some measures we have already crossed the tipping point where global CO2 will 

have significant impacts. The warming in the artic tundra, the permafrost, has already 
begun for example, releasing vast amounts of methane, a climate change accelerant 
if you will, that is a more potent greenhouse gas than CO2.   

 
5. Derbyshire, as Cllr Western pointed out, is the home of the Industrial Revolution, 

here it was about water power – so Derbyshire was leading the way in green energy 
even then. It’s a bit of a shame that carbon based power took a hold afterwards. 

 
6. I was fortunate to have studied Archaeology and Environment at Lampeter during the 

early 90s, when this issue was really beginning to take off and the degree I did there 
was at the vanguard of looking at the interactions of humans and climate via the 
archaeological and paleontological record, a subject that fascinated me and one in 
which I took a deep interest that followed me through my career in archaeology in the 
two decades after. 

 
7. Climate science is complex, the interconnections of the Earth’s tilt, solar activity 

(which is much reduced at present), even our orbit around the sun all have impacts 
and our science of weather and temperature monitoring spans only the last 350 
years with more detailed high resolution global temperature monitoring spanning the 
last few decades. During the Maunder Minimum, when a record low sunspot activity 
was observed in the 17th century, temperatures dropped significantly causing glaciers 
to advance across Europe and the growing season shortened by a month – this was 
the peak cold during the so called ‘Little Ice Age’. It is also a fact we were talking 
about going into an Ice Age only 3 or so decades ago following a run of cool years – 
as many of us will remember. Ice cores, and sediments, studied globally again a 
relatively recent science span the last several millennia and give us longer term 
trends that we can see. What all this tells us is that there are dips and and rises in 
temperature that spans all of that time. The geological epoch within which we live has 
been renamed by some as the Anthropocene because the sediments laid down 
during our time would very much be characterised by plastics, but before that we 
were, or are, in the Holocene, a warmer period that followed the last glaciation. 

 
8. If we talk about the last 2 million years we are really talking about the Ice Age, or the 

Pleistocene ending at the beginning of the Holocene about 12,000 to 10,000 years 
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ago. Yet during that period of glaciation there were periods where it was warmer, 
much warmer than it is now, for longer periods of time, indeed there were phases 
when it was warm enough for our earliest human ancestors to make incursions into 
Norfolk about 750,000 years ago, for example, hunting a range of animals completely 
unfamiliar here in Britain today, probably unclothed in temperatures that were not far 
off Mediterranean or sub-tropical. And yet only 70,000 years ago in the Anglian 
glaciation there’d be something like 50-100m of glacier above our heads now, 
grinding the landscape into roughly the form you see it today. Interestingly, we may 
still be in this Epoch of glaciations known as the Pleistocene. 

 
9. What the science does tell us about today’s warming, compared to past events is the 

speed and steep incline of warming is perhaps greater than anything we’ve ever 
seen before. And that is worrying. It is potentially unprecedented and we need to get 
a handle on it. 

 
10. Key to this is as much about adaptation as it is to reducing carbon dioxide, as 

ultimately, increasing carbon dioxide globally is very largely out of our hands here at 
Derbyshire County Council. Although, as I have said we will be ambitious, we will be 
innovative and have done a first – with our Carbon Reduction and Climate Change 
Manifesto – which we’re hugely proud of. What we cannot do, beyond our soft power 
is reduce carbon dioxide production in places like China, or emerging economies 
across Asia, South America or in the future across much of Africa. As during the 
industrial revolution increasing CO2 comes, unfortunately as part of the growth of the 
economy of nations. And who are we to say that a nation cannot enjoy economic 
growth or prosperity for their people because we in the West say you must not 
produce CO2. Whilst our government may provide aid, expertise and advice to 
mitigate some CO2 production we cannot compel that change. Therefore, we have to 
accept that CO2 will increase, despite our best efforts, consequently temperatures 
will continue to rise and we must adapt. 

 
11. I have already spoken about this in my role as a member of the Peak Park Authority, 

if we are to give our precious landscapes and wildlife and our rural economies a good 
chance to adapt, change and thrive we must look at what we can do to aid this. As 
many of you will know I grow vines and produce wines, this is a classic case of 
adaptation to climate change as this is now the fastest growing agricultural sector in 
the UK today, which is experiencing exponential growth and is now making some of 
the very finest wines in the world today. The climate that the UK now experiences in 
the south-east, southwest and into the South Midlands is identical to that 
experienced in Champagne in the 19th century. Conversely Champagne is thinking 
about new varieties to ameliorate the loss of quality in the cool climate growing 
conditions required for sparkling wines there because it is too warm. 

 
12. Humans, it is fair to say are fair weather creatures, we like it warm, we are tropical 

mammals that need to wear clothes even on a relatively warm day.  It is fair to say 
we thrive during periods of warm. The consequent acceleration of our development in 
cognition, tool development and culture in recent millennia, runs alongside a warming 
climate. We could not cope with the advancement of a new Ice Age, if one was to 
happen. Nor could we cope if the planet became too hot and desertification 
advanced and impacted on societies and undoubtedly displace people.  Our needs 
are specific but our technology does mean we can adapt and extend our range of 
habitation. 

 
13. The point is that it can be a time of opportunity as much as it is a time for concern – if 

we do not adapt then we will not thrive.  If we thrive then we can solve some of the 
problems we have. But we cannot do this if we harm our economy. Our future relies 
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upon creating new economies. A green economy, creating new entrepreneurs and 
new ways of dealing with our waste and commoditising our waste so that we do not 
continue to be a throwaway society. We are a remarkable and inventive species and 
this is where my point about the language we use is critical. We cannot assume or 
describe ourselves as pernicious, as this motion indicates, which I personally find 
worrying. We need to be constructive not destructive and work together in the spirit of 
solving problems.  Many minds bigger and better than my own feel we are on the 
cusp of a range of new technologies that will help us to solve some of the critical 
environmental issues we face but that comes at a cost. 

 
14. We are supportive of this motion but we do suggest some amendments to 

depoliticise it and align it with the science and evidence to make it something we can 
all support and the targets in it as worded currently go beyond those in the IPCC 
report. This is not because we feel there is not an issue but because we know there 
is and what we must not do is let ideology get in the way of this hugely important 
issue. We must not enter into this as a local authority begrudgingly, unhappy that the 
opposition brought an emotively laden motion to this council. The term “Climate 
Emergency” in our opinion has been used to hijack the climate change agenda. I 
understand why this has happened and it is as a response to President Trump’s 
overturning of the Paris Climate agreement but we know there are more sensibly 
worded motions placed before councils, such as over in Nottinghamshire. So let us 
not harm the argument and need for CO2 reduction. What we must do is enter into 
this in the spirit of cooperation we can make some slight tweaks, which are now 
before you. What we must have are realistic targets.   

 
15. The changes are as follows: 

 
Amended Motion Speech 

 
We have gone much further than the motion.  We have created this manifesto – the 
key aim of which is help create and facilitate new Green Economy in Derbyshire, to 
go further that ever before to reduce waste and compel others to do the same, to 
reduce our own carbon footprint and help others do the same. This is a first. No other 
county council or other council has done anything like this – our aims are ambitious.  
This is something the public can hold us to account to.  

 
Let me take a few lines and then explain some of the thinking. 

 
16. Regardless of what happens with this motion we will implement and embed this and 

be a leading local authority in tackling climate change. I, we believe that there are 
many things we can do as a collective of local authorities and these are highlighted in 
this Manifesto. Especially in delivering delivering eco development or making the 
houses we need to build greener. Houses and businesses could easily be built with 
12v to 48v systems that run can on PV and wind with battery storage – not only being 
hugely greener but delivering real long term energy savings for residents – but this 
will require local authorities to work together and make this part of local planning 
approaches to make this happen. It’ll need work nationally too. 

 
17. Small scale green energy production and green energy entrepreneurs or community 

energy entrepreneurs could be fostered, working to produce green energy to power 
those villages and towns and would again require us to think about how we approach 
planning advice on such things in the future.   
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18. I would like to see, and this will take some work, our Trusted Traders or council 
employees, even Derbyshire residents to be able to benefit from our fleet buying 
power to lease hire electric vehicles. 

 
19. I would like to see our waste commoditised because until we can give our rubbish 

value it will continue to blight our countryside, rivers and oceans – the throwaway 
society must end and here we start to set out how we can do this. 

 
20. So these are just a few key things we hope our manifesto will deliver and we will 

continually review this document. We have to recognise this is a real issue, that in 
the midst of a major extinction event, brought about largely by our own hands that we 
can play a role locally in doing our bit to try and lessen the impact. 

 
21. We’ve handed out copies today and it’s available online as a PDF. I hope the 

amended version can be supported and I hope this will continue to be a constructive 
debate we will continue to have. 

 
22. Actions speak louder than words. 

 
 
 


